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Abstract Database management has become an enormous tool for on-demand content 
distribution services, proffering required information and providing custom services to the 
user. Also plays a major role for the platforms to manage their data in such a way that data 
redundancy is minimized. This paper emphasizes improving the user experience for the 
platform by efficiently managing data. Keeping in mind all the new age requirements, 
especially after COVID-19 the sudden surge in subscription has led the stakeholders to try 
new things to lead the OTT market. Collection of shows being the root of the tree here, this 
paper improvises the currently existing branches via various tables and suggests some new 
features on how the data collected can be utilized for introducing new and much-required 
query results for the consumer. 
 
Keywords Database management, DBMS( Database management system), OTT( Over-the-
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1 Introduction   

 

  Unarguably, 2020 has been a year of pandemic, which led to many businesses shutting down and also 

giving a major rise to entrepreneurship opportunities throughout the world. The sectors which primarily 

provided services over the internet or the sectors which allowed the consumer to enjoy the services 

sitting at home saw a huge rise in their businesses. The obvious reason being the COVID-19 pandemic, 

one of the sectors which were already on a rise till the first two quarters of 2020- “Over-the-Top” (OTT) 

platforms, saw exponential growth in the number of subscriptions every month. As per the reports of 

Boston Consulting Group (BCG), the subscriptions grew by over 60 percent. The trend is expected to 

stay as life returns to normalcy, said BCG, pointing to the propensity of Indian consumers to now pay 

for content they are watching. OTT platforms, in particular, are investing heavily in content creation and 

acquisition as they eye a large member base in India. Already, the number of hours spent per day on 

digital video in India, according to BCG, has risen by 14.5 percent in the last two years.   

As a result, popular OTT service providers such as YouTube, Netflix have seen an instrumental role in 

the growth of data streaming, recording a staggering 140% rise in video streaming apps in Australia, 

India, Indonesia, South Korea, and Thailand (App Annie, The state of the mobile 2019). These statistics 

show that there exists a strong opportunity for OTT service providers to capitalize on digital media as a 

strong communication channel. 

As a result, the prime causes of quality-Competition comes into the party, as competitions increase the 

platforms tend to increase the features they offer to the consumer, the foremost of them being the user 

experience that sticks the user to their platform. Due to this many consumers constantly search for 

products that offer them better features at a cheaper rate. In this paper, we have introduced some of the 

features to make the user experience better and more efficient ways to manage the data for OTT 

platforms to equip them to handle queries better. 

1.1   Our Contributions 

 

The rise in the number of users using OTT platforms in the World especially during the pandemic has 

encouraged these platforms to bring and adopt new technologies for a better understanding of their users. 

Media convergence is transforming the media business model. Film and television consumption over the 

internet force the breakdown of the traditional value chain [4]. In this paper, we have inoculated few unique 

features that are part of our OTT platform DBMS project and the same are enlisted below, for understanding 

our users in a better way and providing them what they exactly need  

 

• Here the user is not only seen as a data generator but also we acquire data from the website itself, 

protecting privacy and encryption. As far the viewing hours are concerned, we filter it according to the 

shows which are further classified into movies and shows, and with SQL it can be used to generate 

more complex queries too. 

• While our system provides convenience even to new subscribers by using different combinations of 

relevance shows, related shows and genres in SQL, which not only helps us to collect data in these 

sectors for our new client but also enhance their experience on our platform apart from others. 
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• Our data sources include users as well as various websites and the goal of our system is to provide as 

detailed information about the movies and series as possible which can effectively work even with a 

small amount of user information. 

• In addition to this, our project has the potential to sort the data according to genre, actor name, even 

actor’s age while the particular movie was released, Oscar nominations, PG rating, Inspiration behind 

the movie and director as well as products related to that movie, and even SQL combinations for this 

can be applied at the same time. 

• Also, we fetch data directly from the respective OTT server and provide the data to the user to reduce 

data redundancy and provide the following data for each show including series too. 

• From the beginning, its prime focus has been on online streaming platforms such as Netflix, Amazon 

Prime, etc. And the primary goal is to provide as much detailed information as possible right from the 

created database. 

 

1.2   Paper organization  

 

Section 2 gives the literature survey of already existing research papers, types of users of our database and the 

SQL queries along with output screenshots for the determined models using the data grip platform. In section 

3, we give the proposed system of our project consisting of the framework, Entity-Relationship Model and 

Relational Model. In section 4, we have given the experimental analysis of our project describing the software 

we used and some sample queries. Finally, in section 5, we conclude and give the future scope of our work. 

References are given at the end. 

 

2 Literature Survey 

 

Since the covid-19 pandemic, there has been an increase in the audience of these OTT platforms making it a 

very competitive industry. These platforms put in their best efforts to collaborate with high-quality multimedia 

content that is based on many factors, like the directors, actors, writers, production houses, ratings, Academy 

nominations, etc. Due to this competition, the content becomes scattered among a range of OTT platforms 

making it a tedious task for the viewers to watch the content they prefer. A viewer needs to buy, manage and 

search multiple platforms to watch that single movie or that show.  

 

Multiple papers and models are published that give us a broad idea of how the audience of OTT platforms has 

grown over time and especially since the pandemic. Some papers have: 

 

(i)  Designed models to manage multimedia content,  

(ii) Studied business models of different OTT platforms like Netflix, Hulu, etc. 

(iii)That presents different views on how metadata can be modeled, classified, extracted, managed, and 

applied, to support convenient handling of digital media.[8] 

 

Film and television consumption over the internet force the breakdown of the traditional value chain. [4] 

 

The audiovisual, on-demand, distribution industry is aware that its competitive advantage comes from 

obtaining information from its users. Thus, Netflix has become the exemplar of internal data management and 

the use of metadata, demonstrating the use of information that is flexible and adaptable to its environment.[2] 

 

So, we felt the need to develop a model that can relieve the audience from the hassle of searching their favorite 

shows and movies on various platforms and many more. 
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2.1   Identification of the Different Types of Users and Queries 

 

Our database is directed to three different types of users. These users have access to different information 

according to the category they fall in. 

 

The three different types of users of our database are: 

 

1. Clients of the database – The people who will use the database for finding information about movies. This 

group can be further divided into (a) General clients who would search the database for any basic 

information about the movies, their actors, director, awards won, etc and (b) specialized clients with more 

complicated search requests like finding all the movies written by a particular writer, finding movies that 

are inspired by real life incidents, etc.  

 

2. Contributors to the database – The people who will be adding new information to the database. These 

people are different from the system administrators because they can only add information based on some 

prespecified constraints.  

 

3. System administrators -These people manage, upgrade, alter and program the database. They are the same 

as database administrators. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 SQL Queries 

 
1.The following SQL query lists the number of actors in each country, sorted high to low: 
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SELECT COUNT(Actor_id), Nationality 

FROM Actors 

GROUP BY Nationality 

ORDER BY COUNT(Actor_id) DESC; 

 

Output 

 

 

 
 

 

 

2.The following SQL query lists the shows with IMDB rating= 10 

 

SELECT b.`show name`, a.`IMDB rating` 

FROM `Critics_Rating` a 

JOIN `Show_id-name` b 

ON a.show_id = b.show_id 

WHERE `IMDB rating` = 10; 

 

Output 
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3.The following SQL query lists the show id, show Name and Writer for Shows whose writer is S.S.Wilson. 

 

SELECT a.`Show Name`, b. Writer, b.`Release year` 

FROM `Show_id-name` a 

JOIN `Collections_of_shows` b 

ON a.Show_id = b.Show_id 

WHERE b.Writer= 'S.S. Wilson' 

 

Output 

 

 

 

 

4. If you want to know the views/month for each platform combined, then the group by query would be as 

follows. 

 

 

SELECT b.`Platform name`, SUM(`views/mo`) AS 'TOTAL' 

FROM Statistics a 

JOIN Platforms b 

ON a.Platform_id = b.Platform_id 

GROUP BY  b.`Platform name`; 
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Output 

 

 
 

5.  The following SQL query will list the shows having the total number of episodes less than 6 and number of 

seasons less than 2 along with the name of the production house that is producing the show. 

 

SELECT b.Show_id,a.`Show Name`,c.Production_Name ,b.Seasons,b.Episodes 

FROM `Show_id-name` a 

JOIN `TV_series` b 

ON a.Show_id = b.Show_id 

JOIN Productions c 

ON b.Production_id = c.Production_id 

WHERE Seasons<2 

AND Episodes <6 

ORDER BY b.Seasons; 

 

 

 

Output 
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6. The following SQL query will list the movies starring a male actor having age less than equal to 40 , having 

genre Adventure and PG rating of U/A. 

 

SELECT a.`Show Name`,b.Writer, b.`Release year`, b.Genre,e.`Actor name` 

FROM `Show_id-name` a 

JOIN `Collections_of_shows` b ON a.Show_id = b.Show_id 

JOIN Director c ON a.Show_id = c.Show_id 

JOIN `Actor_id-Show_id` d ON a.Show_id = d.Show_id 

JOIN Actors e ON d.Actor_id = e.Actor_id 

JOIN PG_Rating f ON a.Show_id = f.Show_id 

WHERE Age <= 40 

AND Genre = 'Adventure' 

AND `U/A` = 1 

AND Gender = 'Male' 

ORDER BY a.Show_id 

 

Output 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 Proposed System 

 
3.1   Framework 

In our proposed system, the table “Collection of shows” inherits each table from our database.  

Various other entities are connected to the main table which states various properties a show can constitute 

of. All the entities which are connected to the main table contain a foreign key as ‘Show_id’. There are several 

other entities that are interconnected but not connected with the main table. For example, critics rating is 

connected directly to the collection of shows table as ratings will be purely for the shows and for which 

show_id is required for the data generation thus it is directly connected to the main table. Whereas the 

resolution table is connected to the subscription table because the resolution property is based on the platform 

on which the show is available. 
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                                                  Figure 1. Proposed User Flow 
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3.2   Relational Model 
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3.3   Entity-Relationship Model 
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3.4   Explaining Schemas 

 
Schema Construct Construct Description 

 

Collection of shows Entity class, to model all the shows 

• Release year Year in which the show is released 

• Writer Person who wrote the show 

• Genre Genre of the show 

Show-id-name Entity class, to model name of the show 

• show name Name of the show 

Actor Entity class, to model actors involved in the 

shows 

• Actor name Name of the actor who has worked in the show 

• Gender Gender of actor 

• Age Age of actor 

• Nationality Nationality of actor 

 

Actor-id-Show-id Entity class, to model the connectivity between 

actor and show 

Production-id-Show-id Entity class, to model the connectivity between 

production house and show 

Production Entity class, to model the name of production 

house 

• Production name Name of the production house 

Critics rating Entity class, to model rating of the show 

• imdb IMDB rating of the shows 

• rotten tomatoes Rotten Tomatoes of the shows 

PG rating Entity class, to model PG rating of the show 

• U suitable for age 4 or above 

• U/A suitable for age 12 or above 

• A suitable for age 18 or above 

 

Platform-id-Show-id Entity class, to model the connectivity  

between platform and show 
 

 

Platforms Entity class, to model the name of platform 

• platform name Name of the platform on which the show is 

streaming 

Subscriptions Entity class, to model whether subscription is 

required or not 

• required(y/n) Whether subscription is required or not 

Availability Entity class. to model availability of the show 

on platform 
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• Availability Whether show is available on a certain platform 

or not 

  Relevance Entity class. to model the relevance of show 

 

• Relevance Whether the show is popular currently or not 

 

    Duration Entity class, to model the duration of show 

• duration Duration of the show 

Resolution Entity class, to model the resolution of the 

show 

• resolution Max resolution available for the show 

• required Subscription required or not 

 

TV series Entity class, to model the information about 

the TV show 

• duration duration of the show 

• season no of seasons of show 

• episodes episodes per season 

Subtitles Entity class, to model in which language the 

subtitles are available 

• hindi available in Hindi 

• english available in English 

• tamil available in Tamil 

• telugu available in Telegu 

Ongoing Entity class, to model whether the show is 

ongoing or not 

• ongoing whether the show is ongoing or not 

Director Entity class, to model who is the director of 

the show 

• director name of the director 

Related shows Entity class, to model the shows which are 

related to each other 

Inspiration Entity class, to model from where the shows 

are inspired 

• inspired from from where the show is inspired 

Nominations Entity class, to model whether the show is 

nominated for Oscar or not 

• oscar nominated(y/n) whether the show is nominated or not 

 

Budget Entity class, to model the budget of the show 

• budget budget of the show 

Statistics Entity class, to model the views/month of the 

shows 

• views/month views/month of the shows 

Best of year Entity class, to model the best show of the year 
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• year in which the show of was awarded best of the 

year 

Actor nomination Entity class, to model whether the actor is 

oscar nominated or not 

• Actor Oscar nominated(y/n) whether the actor is nominated for Oscar or not 

 

 

 

4 Experimental Analysis 

 
 

Research 

papers 

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 

 

Our paper 

 

✓ 
 

 

✓ 
 

 

✓ 
 

 

✓ 
 

 

✓ 
 

 

✓ 

 

[2] ✓ 🗴 🗴 🗴 ✓ 🗴 

[3] 🗴 🗴 ✓ 🗴 🗴 🗴 

[4] 🗴 🗴 🗴 ✓ 🗴 ✓ 
 

[5] ✓ ✓ 
 

🗴 🗴 ✓ 
 

✓ 

[9] 🗴 🗴 🗴 ✓ 
 

🗴 🗴 

[12] 🗴 ✓ 🗴 🗴 🗴 🗴 

[16] 🗴 ✓ 🗴 🗴 🗴 🗴 

[17] 🗴 🗴 🗴 🗴 🗴 ✓ 

[18] 🗴 🗴 🗴 ✓ 🗴 🗴 

[20] ✓ ✓ 🗴 🗴 ✓ ✓ 

[21] 🗴 🗴 🗴 🗴 ✓ 🗴 

 

Features Description 

F1 Here the user is not only seen as a data generator but also, we acquire 

data from the website itself, protecting privacy and encryption. As far as 

the viewing hours are concerned, we filter it according to the shows 

which are further classified into movies and shows (and with SQL it can 

be used to generate more complex queries too.) 

F2 While our system provides convenience even to new subscribers by 
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using different combinations of relevance shows, related shows and 

genres in SQL, which not only helps us to collect data in these sectors 

for our new client but also enhance their experience on our platform 

apart from others. 

F3 Our data sources include users as well as various websites and the goal 

of our system is to provide as detailed information about the movies and 

series as possible which can effectively work even with a small amount 

of user information 

F4 In addition to this, our project has the potential to sort the data according 

to genre, actor name, even actor’s age when a particular movie was 

released, oscar nominations, PG rating, Inspiration behind the movie and 

director as well as production related to that movie, and even using SQL 

combinations for this can be applied at the same time. 

F5 Also, we fetch data directly from the respective OTT server and provide 

the data to the user to reduce data redundancy and also provide the 

following data for each show including series too. 

F6 From the beginning itself prime focus has been on online streaming 

platforms such as Netflix, Amazon Prime etc. And the primary goal is to 

provide as much detailed information as possible right from the created 

database. 

 

 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 

The increase in usage of OTT platforms and other online multimedia services has called for an improved 

database management system. With the rise seen in subscription to various OTT service providers, a fight 

over quality of content and better user experience has emerged. One of the ways of achieving this is better 

management of data. By also providing more information to the user on the content and providing improved 

filters, the same can be achieved. This paper provides information on how a user can be given better experience 

with the suggested database management system. It can improve searching and sorting of data according to 

genre, actor name, Oscar nominations, PG rating, Inspiration behind the movie and director as well as 

production related to that movie. While researchers are always finding ways to collect and use the data 

effectively, this research aims to contribute to the same and hope that it helps in making better user experiences 

and better products.   
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